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“

Council
Commitment
Yarra Ranges Council is committed to improving
the sustainability of our organisational activities,
in particular reducing consumption of energy and
the associated generation of greenhouse gas
emissions. Council recognises that this approach
is also financially beneficial.
As such, Council’s commitment extends to
supporting all sectors of the Yarra Ranges
community to improve energy and water
management across the municipality and
support financial security.

”

Disclaimer
This guide has been produced to provide home builders, buyer and renovators with a basic overview of ideas and technical concepts that will affect
the efficiency of their homes. The focus has been on common building methods, design aspects, materials and fit outs. It is not a comprehensive
guide to all building styles or technologies. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this guide and the resources included in it at the
time of publication. It is strongly suggested that you read this guide, and then consult with your builder and other industry qualified professionals.

PRINTED 2012 using recycled paper and environmentally friendly laminating film which is oxo-biodegradable.
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Planning
Online Resources

Buying or building a house
may be the biggest financial
decision many of us make...
So it’s important to get it right the first time to avoid
costly mistakes and regrets. This information will help
that decision making process.
Utilising the right planning, design, materials and fit
out helps to make a safer, more comfortable home
that is less expensive to run. This booklet provides
simple steps to ensure you achieve the outcome you
want with minimal environmental impact and future
running costs.

If you have any enquiries about
planning, or wish to make an
appointment to talk to one of
our Planners before you lodge
your application, please contact
Planning Services by phone
on 9294 6222 or see page 25
to contact a planner via
the website.
Our Planners also visit the
Healesville, Yarra Junction and
Upwey Community Links each
week. To make an appointment
simply contact 1300 368 333.

If you do nothing else
Consider these questions when you are designing your new home,
so that you can make your home as comfortable as possible,
and reduce its running costs.

www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Residents/Planning
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When using this guide look for
the colour bars to see what is
most relevant to you.
Renovator

Buyer
Builder

1

Is your home positioned optimally on the block to take advantage of the winter
sun for heating living areas?

2

Are living areas situated on the north side of the house?

3

Do you have eaves on the north side of your home and protection on the
west side of your home?

4

Are the windows double glazed and appropriate in both size and placement?

5

Have all draught stopping measures been taken?

6

Can I zone my house to help reduce heating and cooling needs
– particularly upstairs areas?

7

Are the windows placed to take advantage of the cool night breezes?

8

Have you allowed for the optimum level of insulation in the walls and roof?

9

Have you thought about heavy curtains to minimise heat loss in the winter and
gain in the summer?

10

Is recessed lighting/downlighting the best option for your space lighting?

This guide will help you answer those questions.

Room Layout

The building
Block selection
Heard that the golden rule of property is
location, location, location?
When deciding on which block suits you best,
the location is not all there is to it.
Check out the surrounding blocks. Is there
potential for overshadowing from trees or
future buildings? This can be particularly
significant if you are planning to install solar
electric panels, either now or in the future,
or if you are looking for a little privacy in
the backyard.

4

By positioning your home so that the living areas face the north
you can take advantage of the winter sun to heat the areas of the
house you use the most. By placing the garage and seldom used
areas to the west you can reduce the impact of the hot afternoon
sun in summer and protect your home from major temperature
fluctuations. The south side of your home will always receive the
least amount of sun and will therefore be naturally colder.
Place the rooms you don’t need to heat (bathroom and laundry)
to the south. Positioning bedrooms to the east means you avoid
the harsh afternoon sun in summer but take advantage of the
beautiful early morning sun coming from the east.
This diagram will help you to work with the builder to position
rooms so that they can take advantage of the block’s orientation.

It may be as simple as reversing the floor plan.
Most floor plans are available in a mirror image format at no extra
cost. If there is a cost associated with making big changes to
a plan, it will be worthwhile in the long run.

5

How does a lazy
morning in a sun- filled
room sound?

Orientation
Where you position your home
on your block may be the most

Living areas

Garage

N

Bedrooms

Unoccupied area (laundry, bathroom)

important decision you make,
so take some time to think about the
orientation of your home on the block and,
just as importantly, the placement of the
rooms in your home. You need to position the
house to take advantage of the sun as the
sun provides light and heat all year round and
potentially power as well. Your home will need
to be arranged so it takes advantage of the
changes in the sun’s angle in different seasons.

N

Natural lighting
Placing the living areas on the northern side of
the house also allows you to use natural light and
reduce the need for artificial lighting.
Even if you are renovating and can’t locate all the
living areas on the north there are still options for
utilising natural light.
•

Clerestory windows are a great option for
allowing natural light to penetrate the south
side of the house. Just remember to allow
for an eave over the window to reduce the
sun in summer.

•

Skylights are a great option for letting natural
light into dark places in the home. There are
a number of options for skylights. Remember
to allow for shading where needed.

Thermal Mass
Thermal mass refers to the ability of a material to absorb heat and then slowly release it when
you need it. A simple example of this is a concrete block (see Materials section on page 8).
In summer the concrete, if exposed to sunlight, will gain heat (as we know from walking on concrete
without shoes in summer) and gradually release this heat at night. In winter this is great as it
reduces the need for mechanical heating but it is essential to place windows in such a position
as to allow the thermal mass of your house to capture and store heat in winter but not allow
this during summer. This can be done using shading such as eaves (see Eaves section on page 7).
Winter sun

Northern Glazing

3

Why not invite the
breeze inside?
By positioning the major

Winter sun

openings in your home to capture
evening breezes you can reduce
the need for air conditioning

Living areas

Southern glazing

in summer. Open plan design
encourages cross ventilation.

Thermal mass

6

Thermal mass

Thermal mass should be positioned to collect heat from the winter sun,
while being protected from the summer sun.

solar hot water or solar 		
	electricity panels
Solar hot water or solar electricity are
a cost-effective addition to your home.
If you are buying an established home
consider whether the roof design will suit
a solar system.
If planning an extension, can you do so in
a way that allows for this future option?
It is best to design for the maximum amount
of even north facing roof as possible.
The roof should also be at the right angle
(approximately 27 degrees) with the required
amount of space for the solar system you
would like.*
Watch out for potential unwanted shading
from trees or other houses.
*Consult your installer for optimum tilt level
and space required.

Cross Ventilation
One of the great things about Melbourne
in summer is the cool evening breeze.
When the sun goes down and a cooling
breeze blows in we all head out to the
porch to take advantage of it.

Technical tip: A rule
of thumb is that the width
of the eaves should be
45% of the height from
the bottom of the window
sill to the roofline.

3

Eaves
While you want the sun to provide free heating in
winter, in summer we want to avoid the sunlight
reaching the windows and increasing the heat.
Direct sunlight on a window in summer can
generate as much heat as an electric bar radiator,
and you wouldn’t have one of those on in summer.
The simplest way to avoid this is to make sure
north facing eaves are part of the design of your
house to minimise the impact of direct sunlight on
your windows. Including eaves at the time of the
build will have a small impact on the build cost and
pay itself back manyfold whereas retrofitting eaves
will be costly and difficult. If eaves aren’t possible
you can also consider using verandas, pergolas and
plants to provide shade.

7

Materials
The materials you use to build or renovate your home can be as important
as the design. Utilising the right materials will contribute to the energy
efficiency, thermal performance and look of your home.

Concrete
Concrete is a high thermal mass product, as
described on page 6. So opening curtains in
winter will allow the sun to heat your slab during
the day where the heat will be stored and
released overnight.

8

Concrete works best as thermal mass if it is not
covered by furnishing such as carpets. Polished
concrete is a popular design alternative to tiles or
polished floorboards. It looks great and may also
reduce the cost of your home fit out if you don’t
need to purchase carpets or floorboards.
When a concrete slab retains heat, it retains it in
the whole slab. So if the slab of your patio is not
in some way separated from the slab of your
lounge room, then the heat will transfer inside.
Insulating the slab in areas where it joins the
house and the slab edges will minimise the heat
transfer (or loss) and ensure a more consistent
temperature year round.

Timber

The internal brick
wall need not look
dark and uninviting a quick coat of paint
will work wonders!

Lightweight timber provides a cost-effective
design option for the framing of houses.
It is a naturally insulative material and the
design of stud walls etc allows for insulation
to be easily added or a greater allocation of
space provided for extra insulation.
Timber does have some
drawbacks. Termites may be a problem and a
physical barrier system will need to be designed
into the structure, while still allowing access to
the structure for regular inspections.
The other option for treating termites is a
chemical treatment.

A low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound)
treatment can be used to avoid any toxicity
issues. Paint marked ‘Low VOC’ has less of
these compounds and is safer for both you
and the environment - and they don’t smell
as much. VOCs are compounds used in paint
and release toxic gas, even after the ‘paint’
smell has gone.
Timber that is labelled ‘FSC’ is produced
from more sustainable timber harvesting.
The use of recycled timber is even more
environmentally friendly and looks amazing.

Bricks are relatively affordable, long
lasting, easy to source and durable.
Bricks have a high thermal mass and
can be an effective way of reducing the
running costs of a house if used properly.
Traditionally brick veneer has been the
preferred building style for bricks.
This reduces the effectiveness of the
thermal mass. However, a process
of placing the brick wall on the inside
section of the wall does take advantage
of the brick’s thermal properties.
While it takes a lot of energy to make
bricks, their durability and lifespan make
them a reasonable environmental choice.
Sourcing recycled bricks makes them an
even better environmental choice.
They can be colour matched and are
a similar quality to brand new bricks.
Generally recycled bricks are cheaper
than new bricks.

Technical tip:

Timber will deteriorate with exposure to
weather; this will vary based on the amount
of exposure, moisture and type of timber.
It is possible to protect the timber with a
coating such as oil, paint or a varnish.

Brick

Cladding
There are a variety of different cladding materials
commonly used on houses in Victoria with the
most common being traditional weatherboards.
Weatherboards that are class 1 or 2 and sustainably
certified, are a preferred option. Weatherboards
used in conjunction with other elements of good wall
construction, such as appropriate insulation and gap
sealing, provide a good choice.

There is a new take on weatherboards where the
timber is a radial cut instead of a straight cut.
It reduces the amount of waste timber generated
and highlights the grain in the wood.
This is a more expensive option than standard
weatherboards but provides a design highlight.

Bird’s-eye view
of a radial cut log
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Windows and Glazing
Windows can account for more heat loss or
gain than any other aspect of your home.
The placement and sizing of glazing will be as important a
factor in the efficiency of your home as the type of
glazing you use.
There is a misconception that double glazing is a solution
to heat loss or gain through glass. In fact a double glazed
window is still less effective than a solid insulated wall in
reducing heat transfer. So remember that window size
and placement (as discussed on page 5) will have a major
impact on the energy efficiency of your home (even if it is
double glazed).
N

Technical tip:

As an experiment
go and touch the south-facings
windows in your home and then
touch the north-windows to see
the difference in the temperature
of the glass.
Keep this in mind when buying a
house. Excessive west-facing glass
might mean an uncomfortable house
in summer. Excessive south-facing
glass might make your home harder
to heat in winter.

N

3
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High
glazing
ratio

Insulation

Insulation acts as a barrier to heat or cold
entering or leaving your home. Up to 35%
of heat leaves your home through the
ceiling and roof while up to 25% may
leave through the walls.
There are two main types of insulation: bulk and reflective,
although they are sometimes combined into one product
such as the new types of cladding.
Bulk insulation is the thick product such as batts.
The insulative properties of these products are based on
their ability to trap and hold air.
Reflective insulation relies on its high reflectivity to prevent
the heat penetrating into your home.

Technical tip: Installing
insulation when you build or
renovate your home is relatively
inexpensive and simple and will
be a major component of keeping
your home at a constantly
comfortable temperature all year
round with the added benefit of
reduced heating and cooling bills.

Effective insulation relies on correct
fitting. Small gaps in insulation can

Low glazing ratio

High glazing ratio

Buildings should have a high glazing ratio on their northern face to maximise solar energy.

Window frames
We know windows are a source of heat entering your
home or leaving it but so are window frames.
Wood has natural insulative properties so a wooden
framed window will perform more efficiently than a
metal framed window. Touch a metal surface in the
cold and then a wooden one and see which maintains
its temperature better. So while metal frames may be
cheaper and easier to maintain they will not perform
as well as a wooden frame. The www.wers.net
website allows you to ascertain the rating of different
windows when building or renovating.
Other options include using a film to improve the
performance of your windows. The film reduces the
ability of heat or cold to enter your home through
the glass. Films can be less costly particularly when
dealing with a retro fit window as part of a renovation.

have major impacts on the performance
of your home.
Bulk insulation or reflective insulation can also be effective
underfloor insulation but they need to be fitted properly
to avoid sagging which will seriously compromise their
effectiveness. The use of expanded polystyrene has
become a lot more popular in recent times and is effective
and simple to install.

Foil insulation in roof
Garage may be
uninsulated

Bulk insulation in
ceiling & walls

XPS insulation on perimeter
of slab

Foil insulation in floor

The Building Council
of Australia minimum
recommended insulation
levels (total R value)
in Melbourne are:
Roof / Ceiling - 4.1
Wall - 2.8
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Draught sealing
According to Environment NSW if we put together all the gaps and cracks in a typical house it
would be the equivalent of leaving open a window that is over a metre high and wide.

A properly sealed home will reduce heat loss in your home by up to 25%.
This is best done during construction, so work with your builder to make sure these following
issues are addressed.

What you can do		 3 How

12

Seal gaps around: 		
Doors and windows
			
		
Construction joints		
			
			
			
			
		
Skylights		
			
			
			
		
Light fittings		
			
			
		
Exhaust fans		
			

Install weather stripping around door and window frames.
Install draught excluders to external doors.
Avoid cavity slider doors.

Ducts		
			

Close floor mounted ducts when not in use.
Cover or seal roof mounted outlets when not in use.

Use expanding foam to seal gaps where door and window 		
frames meet stud walls.
Use a gap filler to seal the junctions of plaster walls, 			
skirting boards, heaters, air conditioners, pipes,
and cabinetry.
Use either permanently closed skylights or ones that 			
can be manually opened.
Do not use permanently vented skylights.
Ensure any gap around the skylight is sealed.
Avoid recessed light fittings such as down lights. Each fitting 		
requires an insulation gap allowing hot air to leave the 		
room through the light fitting. Use covers where possible.
Choose self-closing fans if possible.
Use exhaust fan covers.

The Inside
Heating
If your home is insulated and sealed properly with
the right window glazing options and window fittings
your use of a heating system should be minimal.

Zoning
The first thing you should do when planning a
heating system is to ensure the ability to ‘zone’
your home and your heating system. In many homes
there are rooms such as formal dining rooms,
studies, parent’s retreats and spare bedrooms
that do not require heating all the time.
Heating these rooms is costly and a waste.
Installing doors at strategic points in an open plan
home allows you to only heat or cool the areas you
use. In particular being able to close doors between
levels is important. Heat rises (you can’t change the
laws of physics) so an open stairwell will draw heat
onto the second or third floor where it may not
be needed, it also means this area will be hotter
in summer.
Reverse ceiling fans are a great aid as they force
the hot air down to floor level where it is needed.

3
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Separation
between
floors

Non
heated
stairwell

Door closed

Excessive
heat
upstairs
No
separation
between
floors

Unable to heat downstairs
Separate floors can be cooled evenly and independantly,
minimising energy use. Other habitable areas should also
be separated from each other to ensure low use areas
are not heated or cooled unnecessarily.

Technical tip: When using
a slow combustion heater it is
important to source the wood
from a sustainable source.
When possible use plantation
wood that will be replaced by new
trees. Do not use treated pine or
wood that has been painted.

WhichStarPro
System?
Series

A high efficiency natural
gasand
system
is the
MAX (HX)
PLUS (MX)
most preferable of all common systems.
A high star rated central heating that has
The Brivis StarPro series comprises
High Efficiency
the ability to be
zoned so you
can shut the
2 ducted gas heating ranges:
Zoned Heating
vents in rooms that are not •used
may
be
Brivis StarPro
MAX (HX)
High Efficiency
Highest Star-rated
more expensive
initially
but
it
will
save
you
Ducted Heater
• Brivis StarPro PLUS (MX)
in the long run.
Medium Efficiency.
Ducting at floor level is more efficient than
ceiling outlets which force air downwards
The Brivis StarPro MAX range has outstanding energy
against the natural efficiency
movement
ofstars.hot air.
ratings of up to 5.8
high star
ratingmost
means youreffective
system provides
Ducted heating alsoThishas
the
the highest level of comfort, for the least running cost.
thermostat controls, which increases
it’s efficiency.

Electric heaters
Radiant heaters

Fan heaters

Wood pellets are an

Brivis HX - Outdoor Unit

A d v a n c e d t e c h n o l o g y.

option for slow combustion

The technologies used in the Brivis StarPro series are a

heaters. The pellets are
Australia. The Brivis StarPro series features ensure that
culmination of Brivis' 50 years of heating experience in

Reverse cycle heaters

made entirely from sawdust

the heaters are more effective at heating your home,

with the least amount of energy and expense. Every

which would otherwise
to make it more powerful, efficient, reliable, and
aspect of the Brivis StarPro series has been designed
unobtrusive.

2

1.

Oil column heaters

go to landfill

Radiant heaters such as bar and panel heaters heat themselves 		
and radiate that heat. They are effective in small enclosed areas 			
for a small period of time. They are energy intensive and costly to run.
Fan heaters heat the air rather than themselves. They can work 			
effectively in a small space if quick heat and portability is required. 			
They are energy intensive and expensive to run.
Reverse cycle heaters are the most efficient electric heater and least 			
expensive to run. They can also be sized to fit the room they are going 			
to be used in.
The oil column heater is a mix of radiant and convective heat.
They have fallen out of fashion in recent times mainly due to the time
it takes for them to heat up. They can be expensive to run.

3

Gas heaters

Slow Combustion Heating is a common form of
heating in the Yarra Ranges.
14

Space Heating Options

Gas space heaters

3

Brivis MX - Outdoor Unit

Airtight slow combustion heaters are the most
efficient and are most effective when fitted with
fans to distribute heat around the room.
2. Non airtight heaters such as pot bellied stoves are
more efficient than an open fireplace but are still
High efficiency is only part of the story, the Brivis
reasonably inefficient and only suitable for warming
StarPro MAX range also provides the highest levels of
quality and flexibility and the best value for money.
The Brivis StarProsmall
series of heaters
feature for
a sparka limited time.
areas
The Brivis StarPro PLUS medium efficiency range
ignition system to ignite the burners. A flame sensor on
3. Open fireplaces are the least efficient of the slow
employs all of the great features and benefits of the
the end of the burners sends a signal to confirm that
1
Brivis StarPro MAX range, but at a medium efficiency
there is ignition across the entire burner. The gas
combustion heaters with the majority of the heat
star rating. The Brivis StarPro PLUS series has an
ramps up to maximum to quickly heat up the heat
efficiency range from 4.2 stars to 4.4 stars.
exchanger, the circulation
starts slowly, and gently
theyfan generate
escaping out the chimney.
A hydronic system
is usually a sound
ramps to the optimum speed for heating the house. This
The
chimney also draws cold air into the room.
environmental choice and they are becoming ensures that the start
up of the heater is extremely
quiet, delivers heat in the fastest possible time and that
more common in Australian homes. They are you don't feel a cold draught when the fan starts.
often used in Europe and America. Hydronic
4
heating involves hot water being circulated
through pipes to heat rooms.
The water is usually heated by gas but may
use a solar system to assist. It is also possible,
but less common, to use a wood fired system
of a heat pump.
Brivis HX and MX - Indoor Unit

Gas space heaters (both wall units, in built and floor mounted units)
provide a mix of convective and radiant heat. Often they do not have 			
a thermostat which means they cannot be programmed to
15
maintain a temperature.
Wood fired heaters

Airtight slow
combustion heaters
Non-airtight heaters
Open fireplace

These are the most efficient type of wood heater and are the best
wood-fired option for heating large areas.
They can be fitted with a fan to help distribute heat.
These are mainly a radiant heat source and are low efficiency.
They are best suited for heating small areas for a short time.
An open fireplace is highly inefficient with the majority of the heat			
escaping out of the chimney. They also create a draught issue
as they are a source of heat loss.

1
In-slab heating is the most
greenhouse intensive method of
heating and is not recommended.

Cooling systems
In the Yarra Ranges using cross ventilation
and the cool night breeze might provide
all the cooling you need. If this isn’t the
case there are a few options you can look
at. Fans are a great option, particularly
if they are reversible (as discussed
previously). Fans do not reduce the
temperature or humidity in your home but
they do improve your comfort levels by
moving air around.
They are also effective when used in
conjunction with a cooling system by
ensuring an even distribution of cooled air.
• Evaporative coolers are a relatively
energy efficient form of cooling.
They work best in low humidity areas,
such as the Yarra Ranges, and are
most effective with open windows or
doors. Thermostat controlled units lead
to lower energy use and cost.
16
They use water to cool meaning there
is an increased water use when the
cooler is active.
• Refrigerated air conditioners provide
the greatest ability to control the
temperature but are more energy
and greenhouse gas intensive than
evaporative coolers and consequently
much more expensive to run.
The fixed split system units are the
most efficient model in this range.
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Hot water systems
An inefficient hot water system can use 25% of
household energy. But this figure can be reduced
by switching from electric storage units to gas
instantaneous and gas boosted solar hot water units.

Storage hot water systems heat water and store
it in an insulated tank until it is needed. This can result
in excessive energy use when water is heated but
not used.
Instantaneous water heaters only heat water on
demand. They can operate on either gas or electricity.
These systems do not run out of water (like a storage
tank can) and have a capacity to utilise a thermostat
to control water temperature.

Heating water
can use around 25%
of household energy.
Be sure to check the star
rating on any hot water system
before you purchase !

Gas

Electric

Natural gas hot water heating systems
are normally more economical to run
and can be more easily integrated into
a future solar heating system.

Electric hot water systems are in general a more
expensive and environmentally unfriendly choice.
Generally you would only consider this style of hot
water service if reticulated gas is unavailable.

Gas storage systems will generally heat quicker
than electric systems and require a smaller
storage tank. This makes them more efficient
and allows for indoor installation if needed.
Gas instantaneous systems provide constant
hot water and do not suffer standing losses
from keeping hot water heated. The units are
small so will take up less space and can be
incorporated into a solar hot water system
down the track.

An electric heat pump storage system utilises heat
from the environment to heat water.
These systems are becoming more common and
are a relatively efficient electric storage system.

Solar
Solar heating works by using the energy of the sun
to heat water using ‘solar collectors’ that can be
dark, flat plates, or vacuum sealed glass tubes.
The water is then stored in an insulated tank either
on the roof next to the solar collection panels
(called a closed coupled system) or the tank sits in
or beside the home (called a split system).
Electricity or gas will be needed as a backup
sometimes to reach the required temperature or
if additional hot water is required – this means you
never run out of hot water.
There are two major types of solar hot water
systems that are identified by the kind of ‘solar
collectors’ they use:

• Flat plate
These systems are recommended for people who
have a north-facing roof, with lots of space and
low to medium hot water needs.

• Evacuated tube
These are recommended for people who have
a small roof space, want to save the roof space
to install solar electricity, have a roof that is not
north-facing or have medium to high hot
water needs.
Typically, evacuated tube systems cost around
$1000 more than a similar sized flat plate system.
The solar collectors need to be installed on the
roof with good access to sun, not shaded by
surrounding trees or buildings. Most rooftops are
suitable as brackets can be installed on flat roofs so
solar collecting panels are at the best angle to
collect sunlight.

17

Window furnishings
When it got hot the first thing Nana did
was to close the curtains to stop the heat
coming in. Holland, venetian and vertical
blinds simply don’t have the ability to
reduce the transfer of heat or cold in your
home like curtains can.

Natural light
is a feature of
any home!

Pulling the curtains on a cold night will help
keep warmth in your room. Closing them
on a hot day (as Nana knew) will keep
the room cooler.

So Let it in as much as
possible and turn off
those lights!

18

Lighting
Opportunities to increase light into your home is discussed on page 4 and 5, however, as night falls
lights need to be turned on. Lighting is a growing area of electricity use in the home.
The main reasons behind this are, we are building houses and we are using less efficient lighting
which means we need more lights in each area.
Any recessed lighting requires ceiling cut outs and insulation gaps (there is a requirement for
insulation to be kept at a distance from downlights as there may be a risk of fire if insulation touches
the downlights). This means your draught sealing and insulation will be compromised. This gap in the
insulation will dramatically affect the ability of your home to retain heat.

Non-recessed lighting is a simpler and cheaper
way to light your home. Globes used for surface
lighting or in pendant lighting provide much more
light at a lower cost than recessed lighting .
Lighting can create a mood or a look in a room
that is welcoming and engaging. This effect
can be achieved with light fittings, lamps
and dimmers.
Another way to reduce lighting costs is to have
switches that allow lights to be turned on and off
in small sections where feasible. Lighting areas
you do not use is costly and wasteful.
Consult a licensed electrician before
undertaking any electrical work.

Recessed lighting or downlights are
a common form of lighting in many new homes.
These types of lights were originally developed
for retail outlets that needed to highlight a
certain product or area. A downlight is built to
illuminate a small area, so in the home if you
need to illuminate a whole room it will require
a large number of downlights.
One compact fluorescent light fitting uses
approximately 10 watts and will generate the
same amount of light as six down lights.

Pelmets over the curtains
will also reduce the heat
loss from your room.
They look fantastic too.

There are so
many beautiful curtain
fabrics available..
The choices are endless!
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Optimum settings
Fridge

5 degrees

Heating

20 degrees

Freezer
Cooling

- 18 degrees

26 degrees

Appliances

The energy efficient design of your home
needs to be complemented by the fit out
and the appliances you put into your home.
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The appliances you have in your home
WILL effect your energy consumption.

The appliance choices you make will also affect
your water use; good choices for your washing
machine and dishwasher can dramatically
reduce your water consumption.
The increased size of television and computer
screens and the increasing number of appliances
we have in our homes has resulted in appliance
energy use increasing as a percentage of energy
use within the home.

Be aware when looking at these labels.
Some appliances have two different energy uses.
For example a washing machine using hot water
will use more energy than when using cold water
or a reverse cycle air conditioner will use a
different amount of energy for heating as opposed
to cooling. Think about what function you will use
most when comparing products. Also take note of
the energy use in numbers as opposed to just a
star rating. Sometimes even a high star rated unit
will still use a lot of energy. Also look at how often
and for how long you will use the appliance.
Some appliances may only be used for a few
minutes a week so compromise might be possible.
The other issue to look at is standby power.
Standby power is the energy that is used when
an appliance has been turned off at the switch
but not at the power point. Take a walk through
any house at night time and you can see all the
appliances that are “off” but still have a light or
clock on. These appliances are costing you money
even though they are not doing anything. There are
three options available: choose appliances that do
not use standby power, install power controllers
to turn off appliances when you turn them off, put
power outlets within easy reach so you can turn
off appliances at the power outlet.

Choosing an efficient washing
machine and dishwasher will
also affect your water use.
Most major home appliances come with an
energy or water rating sticker (in some cases
both) which provide information on the energy
performance and water use of the appliance.
These are shown as stars, the higher the star
rating the better. So you can assess both
the up-front cost and the ongoing cost of
the appliance.
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6

As well as overall energy or water use
here are a few points to think about
when buying appliances:
• Buy the appliance that is the right size for your home and
your family. Normally the one that is expensive to buy is
cheaper to run, and vice versa.
•	What is the standby power usage of the unit?
• Does the washing machine have an eco cycle and can it be
set to just use cold water?
• Your fridge will run 365 days a year whereas other
appliances may not. It’s worth spending a little extra to get a
unit with a lower running cost.

Technical tip: The most energy
efficient appliances in the world will
still be inefficient if you do not use
them properly. Turning appliances
off when not in use, using washing
machines and dishwashers with
full loads, setting fridges and
freezers to the right temperatures
and programming optimum
temperatures for heaters and
coolers is as important as picking
the right appliances. The less you
put into a dryer the better.
A full load takes much longer.
In the same way we can reduce
energy use by choosing the correct
appliance. We can also reduce
water use by choosing the right
appliance and fittings.

Driveway and Pavement 			
Treatments
Driveways and other hard-landscaping often
contribute a lot of excess stormwater runoff
and prevent water from soaking into the soil.
A lot of hard landscaping around your home can
also make it hotter in summer and so increase
the need for cooling your home.

Rainwater Tanks

The outside
There are plenty of

LANDSCAPING

opportunities to retain

Your landscaping can assist in passive heating and cooling
of your home. Growing a deciduous vine on a pergola can
provide shade in the summer but allow the sun to hit your
windows in the winter. Deciduous trees also provide shade
in summer but allow the penetration of sunlight in winter;
these can also be used to provide a windbreak in
excessively windy areas.

rainwater on your
property and use it
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instead of mains water
supply. Doing so will
reduce your water bills,
is an environmentally
friendly choice and helps
to keep your garden
well-watered year-round.

The Landscape Guideline booklet (available from
Yarra Ranges Council or see page 25) will help you
to design a landscape plan that is suitable for your area
and consistent with the policies and programs of
Yarra Ranges Council.
A rule of “green thumb” for planting anywhere is to use
indigenous plants where possible. Not only will they be more
likely to survive and thrive in the local conditions, they will
encourage local wildlife to the area.

Raingardens
A raingarden is a water-efficient garden that is similar to a
regular garden bed, but is designed specifically to capture
and filter stormwater from hard surfaces such as driveways,
patios and roofs. Raingardens can even be positioned to
intercept the overflow from a rainwater tank. They require
minimal maintenance once established. There are many
possible raingarden designs to suit different situations.
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Installing a rainwater tank,
together with other household
water saving devices, can
reduce your household water
use by up to 25 % saving you
money on water bills.
Rainwater is free and, if not captured in a
tank, it is a vital resource that literally
goes down the drain.

A simple option is to gradually slope the driveway
so that runoff is directed into an adjacent garden
bed rather than directly to a stormwater drain.
This passively irrigates the garden, keeps the soil
cool and moist and reduces the amount of excess
stormwater going directly down the drain
(and ultimately to the environment).

A grass-ribbon driveway
Another option is a grass-ribbon driveway, which
helps to minimise the extent of hard landscaping
and allows stormwater to infiltrate into the soil
through the grassed strip down the centre.
Grass-ribbon driveways are also cheaper than
asphalt to install and stay cooler in the summer.

In urban areas, there is often an excess of runoff
from hard surfaces (e.g. roofs and driveways)
after rain, which damages natural waterways by
changing the flow regime and causing poor water
quality and erosion. Therefore, capturing and
using rainwater also benefits the environment.
If you’re building a new home, installing a
rainwater tank can help you achieve the
minimum regulatory requirements of the
6 Star Standard. The Victorian Government
currently offers rebates for the purchase of
tanks and other water saving products.
Rainwater tanks can be used to provide water
for the garden and can also be plumbed
for internal re-use for toilets and washing
machines. Using this water inside your home
greatly increases the use you will get out of your
rainwater tank, as the demand for water will be
year-round, rather than just in the drier months
for garden use. Using rainwater year round will
be more effective in reducing your mains
water usage.

Porous pavers
Porous pavers are made so that water flows
through the paver and infiltrates the soil,
reducing runoff. Porous pavers look the same as
regular pavers and can be used for a range of
landscaping applications, such as paths, patios and
courtyards. They also come in range of shapes,
sizes and colours.
Watch out for
Overflow from any stormwater treatment
must not cause a nuisance or damage to other
properties. Where there is a risk of landslip,
all water runoff should be treated according to
landslip area guidelines (see Resources page 25.)
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Planning
Whether you are building
or purchasing a new home
or planning an extension
talking to a Yarra Ranges
Council planner is a good
first step.
The Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme regulates the
use and development of land within Yarra Ranges.
It specifies what types of developments/use
require a planning permit.
The planning scheme includes overlays that
address different land management issues
including significant landscape values, landslip,
flood, bushfire and heritage. Vegetation removal
24
may also require a planning permit. This will also
require replacement planting.
When creating new access or altering access to
your site, you may also need planning approval.
To find out more about the planning scheme you
can talk to a planner by phoning 9294 6222
during business hours. Or see page 25 to contact
a planner via the website.

Online Resources
The Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme and Maps
www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Residents/Planning

Understanding 6 Star

As of 1st May 2011 all new
homes and major renovations
in Victoria need to meet the
6 Star standard.
The 6 Star standard is a requirement for the
energy efficient design of your home. They won’t
look any different to a normal home but they will
be more efficient and should save you money in
the running costs of your home. You don’t need
to fully understand 6 Star, your builder should be
aware of the requirements of 6 Star.
It encompasses building design elements and
must incorporate either a 5 star solar hot water
system or a 2000 litre water tank plumbed to
flush your toilets.

For more information

Planning advice
www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Residents/Planning/Planning_Advice/Talk_to_a_planner
Landscape Guidelines; How to prepare a Landscape Plan in the Yarra Ranges.
www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/files/98edb6f5-9f9b-4e98-bc6a-9d8a00debe98/LandscapePlan_web.pdf
Environmental Weeds within the Yarra Ranges
www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Residents/Greener_Living/Weed_Control
Yarra Ranges Local Plant Directory
www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Residents/Trees_Vegetation/Yarra_Ranges_Plant_Directory
Building Permits and Regulations
www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Residents/Building/Building_Permits_Regulations
Orientation
itunes.apple.com/au/app/sun-seeker-3d-augmented-reality/id330247123?mt=8
Technical Advice
www.yourhome.gov.au/
www.yourhome.gov.au/technical/index.html
www.mefl.com.au/sustainability-advice/building-design.html
www.buildingcommission.com.au/www/html/2562-introduction-of-6-star.asp
www.environment.nsw.gov.au/energy/draughts.htm
Environmentally Friendly Building Materials
www.ecospecifier.com.au/
Energy and Water rating
www.energyrating.gov.au/
www.waterrating.gov.au/
Windows
www.wers.net
www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/Window_placement.pdf

Call the Building Commission on 1300 815 127
or see their website
www.buildingcommission.com.au

Insulation
www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/Insulation_types.pdf

Access to services

Hot Water
www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/Choosingahotwatersystem.pdf

The majority of building blocks available in the
You should also find out about the current building Yarra Ranges have access to gas, electricity and
reticulated water. Some blocks may not have
requirements. All new homes and larger home
extensions in Victoria are required to be built to a access to reticulated water and will be reliant
6 star energy rating. Good design can meet these on tank water and a septic system. Information
about existing septic systems can be obtained
requirements with a minimum of cost.
from Yarra Ranges Council’s Health Services
department – phone 1300 368 333.

Septic Systems
Effective low maintenance septic systems
can be built utilising gravity rather than pumps.
By eliminating the need for pumps there is
less maintenance required and they cost
nothing to run.

Thermal Mass
www.sustainability.vic.gov.au/resources/documents/Thermal_mass.pdf

Septic
www.yarraranges.vic.gov.au/Residents/Public_Health/Septic_Systems
Timber
www.forestrystandard.org.au/
Water
tankulator.ata.org.au/
raingardens.melbournewater.com.au/
library.melbournewater.com.au/content/wsud/sustainable_urban_design/Porous_Paving.pdf
www.water.vic.gov.au/saving/home/rebates
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